
Wisconsin Water Ski Federation Adaptive Events Summer 2020 
 

Basic skills Events for those with different abilities following COVID 19 Pandemic 
Guidelines  

 
1. See attached procedural guidelines for operations. 

 
2. Physical disabilities progression variations with sit-ski 

a. Beginner level- Beginner ski with appropriate sized cage, 
outriggers, rope in the block. Ride behind the boat, not outside the 
wake. Two instructors assist in the water. 

b. Begin with rope in the block, then once up the skier pulls the rope 
out and holds on themselves. 

c. Outriggers can be tipped up as the skier progresses to using trunk 
muscles to control the ski. 

d. Skier holds the rope in hand at the start with outriggers, instructors 
stabilize while waiting to go. 

e. Outriggers are taken off, rope in the block at startup. The instructor 
can drag behind to help stabilize until the skier feels stable. Skier 
can now go outside the wake. 

f. Outriggers off, rope in hand to do deep water start, instructors 
assist minimally with start. 

g. Outriggers off, rope in hand, skier get in sit-ski independently and 
starts independently.  

h. Skier progresses to slalom ski with the same start-up and can go 
outside the wake back and forth. 

i. Skier progresses to competition level for a sit-ski slalom course. 
 

3. Developmental disability 
a. Start with beginner sit-ski set up. Use calming strategies to ensure 

the skier is feeling safe and supported.  
b. Same progression as above. 
c. Skier may then choose to progress to stand up ski off the boom. 
d. Skier progress to standing up skiing behind the boat on a long line 

with instructors nearby. 
e. Skier gets up independently on two skis. 
f. Skier progresses to dropping a ski and skiing on a slalom ski. 
g. Skier progresses to deep water slalom start with instructors’ 

assistance. 
h. Skier independently slalom skis. 



4. Amputee- any type of ski, wakeboard, trick  
a. Stand up ski- use harness at deepwater startup if one arm. 
b. Progress to using the Delgar sling for a deepwater startup. 
c. If one leg, can try the triple bar at startup, then break away once up 

and stable. 
5. Recreational 

a. Tubing with a family member or close friend. 


